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ABSTRACT 
Results on L+ and T-matrices are surveyed. The question whether an w-matrix with 
positive leading principal minors is a T-matrix is answered negatively. Other open 
questions are discussed. New conjectures and questions are introduced. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a research problem [ 171 Olga Taussky suggested further investigation of 
the common properties of hermitian positive semidefinite matrices, M-matrices, 
and totally nonnegative matrices. Such an investigation has been carried out 
by Engel and Schneider [7], who define the class of T-matrices, which contains 
the above mentioned matrices. 
In this report we survey results on T-matrices and the related TV- and 
*matrices. The definitions are given in the next section, which contains the 
notation for the paper. In Section 3 we summarize known results and answer 
in the negative the question, due to Engel and Schneider, whether an 
w-matrix with positive leading principal minors is a T-matrix. In this connec- 
tion we give an example of a weakly sign-symmetric T-matrix which is not a 
+rl-matrix. 
In Section 4 we discuss the localization of the spectra of T-matrices and 
related conjectures of Varga. The paper is concluded with miscellaneous 
remarks and open questions. 
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2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
R = the real numbers. 
R”* n = the class of 12 X n real matrices. 
c n*n = the class of n X n complex matrices. 
For A E Cn, “: 
tr(A)=the trace of A, 
spec( A) = the spectrum of A, 
Z(A)= 
i 
minspec(A)OR if spec(A)OR#0, 
00 if spec(A)nR=la, 
p(A) = the spectral radius of A. 
Qn={{i,,..., i,}:lgi,<i,<- <i/&n}. 
Ial = the cardinality of the set ~1. 
(’ Zi,.“, i, ,*.*,& ’ = iI,..., I { i*Nikh 
ForAEC”,“anda,fiEQ,,: 
A[ (Y, /I] = the submatrix of A whose rows are indexed by (Y and whose 
columns are indexed by R, 
ALal =A[a, (~1, 
A(a, b)=det A[a, PI (14 = IPI), 
A(a)=A(a,a). 
k=l,...,n. 
(’ 
11. 
A matrix A E C”, “: 
(1) is a Zmutrix if A = al - B, where (Y is a real number and B is a 
nonnegative matrix, 
(2) is an M-matrix if A = al - B, B a 0, a a p(B), 
(3) is a P-matrix if 
a~Qn * A(+O, 
(4) is a P,-matfix if 
aEQ* * A(+O, 
(5) is a P,k-matrix if 
~EQ,,, (4<k - A(+=% 
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(6) is totally nonnegative if
~,IBEQ,,, I4=ISI =+ A(4bO, 
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(7) is totally positive if 
a,PEQ,,, l4=lPl - A(~,P)>o, 
(8) is an oscillatory matrix if it is totally nonnegative and some power of it is 
totally positive, 
(9) is a PLmuMx if all its leading principal minors are positive, 
(10) is an w-matrix if 
a=Q?l * Z(A[a])<cc 
and 
a,b~Qn, ~cP - 1(A[PI) Q +bl), 
(11) is a r-matrix if it is an w-matrix and Z(A) 2 0, 
(12) is a rputrix if it is cogredient (i.e. can be permuted by simultaneous 
permutations of rows and columns) to 
(A,, 0 a.. 0 \ 
A,, A, *. : 
P=. . .’ ;,’ 
A;, A;, +. +* Akk I 
where A ii,. . . ,A,, are square matrices which belong to the union of 
I: the hermitian positives semidefinite matrices, 
II: the M-matrices, 
III: the totally nonnegative matrices, 
(13) is an w,-matrix if it is a sum of a ri-matrix and a scalar matrix, 
(I41 is weakly sign-symmetric if 
~EQ,,, l+lPl=l~n81+1 - A(d)A(P,+O, 
(15) is said to satisfy the Fischer-Hadamard inequalities if 
%PEQn - A(auP)A(anp)<A(cr)A(P), (whereA(0): =I), 
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(16) satisfies the weak Fischer-Hadumurd inequalities if 
a,PEQn, anP=@ * A(aUP)< A(a 
A matrix A E I?‘~“: 
(1) has property ~4 if there exists a positive diagonal matrix D such that 
AD + DA* is positive definite, 
(2) has property S?if it is stable, i.e. 
A E spec(A) = ReX>O, 
(3) has property 9 if it is a P-matrix, 
(4) has property Yif there exists a positive vector x such that Ax is positive. 
3. PROPERTIES OF r-MATRICES 
In this section we summarize the main results of Engel and Schneider 
concerning r-matrices, answer one of their open questions, and discuss the 
inclusion relation between the classes of r-matrices and ri-matrices. 
First, we remark that ri-matrices are r-matrices (and thus or-matrices are 
w-matrices). Obviously it is enough to show it for each of the classes I,II,III, 
in the definition of rr. For hermitian positive semidefinite matrices the 
inclusion follows from Cauchy inequalities (e.g. [l]), and for M-matrices it 
follows from the Perron-Frobenius theorem (e.g. [3]). 
Friedland [9] proved that if X, 2 X, >/ * . * 3 A, are the eigenvalues of a 
totally nonnegative matrix A and if X; > . . . > X,, _ i are the eigenvalues of an 
(n - l)x(n - 1) principal submatrix of A, then X, > A’r >, X, and A’,_, > X,. 
The second inequality shows the inclusion of III. 
It is shown in [7] that the principal minors of an ematrix are real and that 
an w-matrix is a [nonsingular] r-matrix if and only if it is a [P-matrix] 
Pa-matrix. A natural question suggested in [7] is whether an w-matrix having 
positive leading principal minors is a r-matrix. For n = 2 we have the 
following observation. 
PROPOSITION 1 [ 181. Let 
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be a rwndngulur w-matrix. Then A is a r-matrix if and only if a > 0 and 
ad > bc. 
For n > 3, however, the answer is negative. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the matrix 
The leading principal minors of A are 1,1,21. Also A is an @matrix, for 
~(A[{1>])=1~~(A[{1,2}])=1 
x \ 
Z(A[{2}])=1 Z(A[{1,3}])= -2.464+1(A)= -3 
(The arrows point from a principal submatrix of order k to its principal 
submatrices of order k - 1.) However, A is not a r-matrix, since I( A) = - 3 
< 0. 
It is well known [14] that a PGmatrix which is weakly sign-symmetric is a 
P-matrix. This implies that weakly sign-symmetric o-matrices with positive 
leading principal minors are r-matrices. An obvious special case is that of the 
hermitian matrices. It is known also that Zmatrices which are PLmatrices 
are M-matrices (e.g. [3]). Thus it is natural to ask whether an w,-matrix which 
is a PGmatrix as well is a ri-matrix. By the above remarks this question is 
reduced to matrices of the form A + CWZ where A is totally nonnegative and (Y 
is a real scalar. If A is an oscillatory matrix the answer is positive. This follows 
from a known interlacing property of the eigenvalues of leading principal 
minors of an oscihatory matrix A, namely 
where Ak i ,..., hi are the eigenvalues of A[{1 ,..., k}] [lo]. 
We conclude the section with a discussion of the inclusion relation 
between the classes of pi- and r-matrices, and its connection to weak sign 
symmetry and the Fischer-Hadamard inequalities. 
It is easy to check that a 2 X2 r-matrix is a ri-matrix. For n > 3 the 
inclusion is strict. This is demonstrated by 
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EXAMPLE 2 [7]. The matrix 
is a r-matrix which is not a r,-matrix. 
An important property of r-matrices proved in [7] is that they satisfy the 
weak Fischer-Hadamard inequalities. Example 2 shows that they do not 
satisfy the Fischer-Hadamard inequalities. 
We point out that the r,-matrices do satisfy these inequalities. This follows 
from 
PROPOSITION 2. A r,-matrix is weakly sign-symmetric. 
Proof The claim is obvious for hermitian and totally nonnegative 
matrices. It is known for M-matrices (e.g., [4, IS]). For completeness we 
sketch a proof. 
Let A be an tr X 12 M-matrix. One can prove, using induction on m, that 
wherei,j,k, ,..., k, are distinct. Let 
and 
/3= (kl ,..., F ,..., km>, 
i # j. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that i < j. 
Let 
yi=(k,,kl ,..., 6 ,..., q,...,km) 
and 
yj=(kj,k, ,..., 6 ,..., q ,..., k,,,}. 
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Then 
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A(a,P)=( -l)i+j-lA(yj.yi) 
and 
A(P,a)=( -l)‘+j-‘A(y,,yj), 
SO 
Ah P)A(P, a) > 0. n 
Clearly rr-matrices are P,“-’ -matrices, and being T-matrices which satisfy 
the weak Fischer-Hadamard inequalities, they satisfy 
Ab)=O, (UC/~ - A(P) (*) 
By a recent result [ll], a weakly sign-symmetric PO”- l-matrix satisfying (*) 
satisfies the Fischer-Hadamard inequalities as well, so rr-matrices satisfy these 
inequalities. 
Proposition 2 is not valid for general r-matrices. This also is demonstrated 
by Example 2. Motivated by Proposition 2, one may ask whether a. r-matrix is 
a rr-matrix if and only if it is weakly sign-symmetric. An example of a weakly 
sign-symmetric r-matrix which is not rr is the following. 
EXAMPLE 3. 
A=[_; % -B). 
A is a r-matrix, since 
Z(A[{1}])=2+Z(A[{1,2}])=0.586 
Z(A[(2)l)=2XZ(A[(l>3)])=l 
\ 
+ Z(A) = 0.268 
Z(A[(3)]) = 2:Z(A[(2,3)]) = 2 
I( 
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It is weakly sign-symmetric, since 
A({1,2},{1,3})=2, A({U}, (13)) = 1, 
A({1,2},{2,3})=% A({2,3), {1,2)) = 2, 
A({1,3}, (233)) = 2, A({2,3},{1,3})=4. 
However A is irreducible and 
a12 + a21; al3 < 0 and al2 > 0, 
so A is not a rr-matrix. 
Notice that by [ll] a r-matrix satisfies the Fischer-Hadamard inequalities 
if and only if it is weakly sign-symmetric; thus Example 3 shows that the class 
of r,-matrices is a proper subset of the class of r-matrices which satisfy the 
Fischer-Hadamard inequalities. 
4. ON THE LOCALIZATION OF THE SPECTRUM OF A r-MATRIX 
In [7] Engel and Schneider ask whether a r-matrix is semistable. If A is an 
w-matrix, then A - Z( A)Z is a r-matrix. Thus the semistabihty question can be 
stated as follows: 
CONJECTURE 1. Let A be an w-matrix, and let X E spec(A), h # Z(A). 
Then 
Jarg(h-Z(A))]$li. 
2 (I) 
It is pointed out in [7] that the conjecture is valid for matrices of order 
n G 3. In fact, in these cases a stronger result can be proved. 
Varga [ 191 suggested that the region described by (1) can be reduced. 
CONJECTURE 2 (Varga). Let A E C”,“, n >/ 2, be an *matrix, and let 
A E spec(A), X # Z(A). Then 
larg(X - Z(A))] <I - z. (2) 
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Conjecture 2 holds for w,-matrices. This is obvious for the hermitian 
matrices and for the shifted totally nonnegative matrices, as they aII have real 
spectra. 
The vaklity of (2) for M-matrices follows from results of Dmitriev and 
Dynkin [5,6] and Karpelevich [ 121 on spectral properties of stochastic matrices. 
See also KeIlog [13]. 
Since ah 2 X2 r-matrices are in ri, Conjecture 2 is valid for n = 2. Its 
validity for n = 3 is proved now. 
THEOREM 1. Let A E C3p3 be an emutrix, and let h E spec(A), A # Z(A). 
Then 
larg(h-Z(A))+;=;. (3) 
Proof. If spec(A) is real, the claim is trivial. So let spec(A) = 
{Z(A), X,x}, and consider B = A - Z(A)Z. Then spec(B)= (0, p, E;i}, where 
ZJ = X - Z(A). Then 
~+~=2Re~=trB=bl,+b,+bss. (4) 
Let 
ci = ei(bri, b,> bs), i = 1,2. 
Since B satisfies the weak Fischer-Hadamard inequalities, it follows that 
o+~2=~,(6,~L,iQ= c BW&)) 
Ry (4) and (5), 
Observe that 
cos”[arg(p)] = [F]” > -$ (6) 
bf, + b& >, 2bllb,, 
b;, + b& a 2&b,, 
b& + b& > 2b,b,; 
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thUS 
so that 
(7) 
Substituting the last inequality in (6) yields 
BY (4) 
cos”[arg(p)] >a. 
which proves (3). An independent proof is given in [15]. W 
For n > 4 the conjecture is an open question. In the following special case 
we have: 
THEOREM 2. Let A E C”, n be an u-matrix with an eigenvalue of multi- 
plicity n - 2, and let h E spec(A), A # Z(A). Then 
lw@ - W)I < ;- (8) 
Proof. The multiple eigenvalue must be real, since Z(A) is real and the 
characteristic polynomial of A is real. If spec(A) is real there is nothing to 
prove. Thus, let spec(A)= {Z(A),...,Z(A),X,X}, and consider .B=A- 
Z(A)Z.Thenspec(B)={O,...,O,Z.~,II.},where~=h-Z(A). 
Let ci = u,(bll,. . . ,b,,), i = 1,2. 
In a similar way to the proof of Theorem 1 it follows that 
Since Z.L # 0, Cy= ibi > 0, so 
n 
c;= c b;+2c,>2c,. 
i=l 
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By (9), cos2[arg(p)] > i, so that 
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Icos[arg(p)] I> e = cos !c 
2 4’ 
Since B is a P,-matrix, 2Rep = cr > 0. Thus cos[arg(p)] < - cos( 77/4) is 
impossible, so (8) holds. n 
Equality in (2) is possible. An example is the ZmaSx 
’ a -b 0 ... 0 ’ 
0 a -b ‘. : 
A= : 6 > a real, b>O, (10) 
6 -b 
-b 0 . . . G a, 
whose eigenvalues are 
A, = a _ bei2nk/n, k=l,...,n, 
and in particular Z(A) = a - b. 
One might expect that the only &matrices for which equality holds in (2) 
would be Zmatrices which have the form (10). To see that this is not true 
consider the matrix 
A= 
a b, 0 
0 a b, 
. . . 
0 
b,, 0 . 
. . . 
. . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . 
. . . 
where C = ( - l)nni_lbk > 0. 
The eigenvalues of A are 
0 
b n-2 0 
a b n-1 
0 a 
> a real, (11) 
k = l,...,r~, 
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so (3) holds. A is not necessarily a Zmatrix. Clearly A is an wmatrix, and is a 
r-matrix if and only if a > “6. 
Equality in (2) holds trivially for every *matrix of order n = 2, in 
particular for triangular matrices having real diagonal, which are not of the 
form (11). However, for n = 3, the form (11) is unique in the following sense. 
THEOREM 3. Let A and X be as in Theorem 1. The equality in (3) holds if 
and only if A or AT has the fm 
a b, 0 
i 1 0 a b,, a real, b,b,b, < 0. b3 0 a 
Proof. Let A E C 3,3 be an w-matrix for which equality holds in (3) and 
let B = A - Z(A)Z. Following the proof of Theorem 1, we observe that 
equality holds in (3) if and only if it holds in (5) and in (7). 
Equality holds in (5) if and only if 
lGi,j=G3, iZj - B({i,j})=biibjj, 
that is, 
i#j - bijbji = 0. (12) 
If B is reducible, then its spectrum is real, since the spectrum of a 2 X2 
r-matrix is real, Since equality holds in (3), B must be irreducible. By (12) 
or 
w%3b3,+0~ b,, = b,, = b,, = 0 
b,,b,,bss # 0, b,, = b, = b,, = 0. 
Equality holds in (7) if and only if 
i#j - b; + bfj = 2biibjj - bii = b,,. 
Thus alI = aE = aB = a, and a is real, since A is an &matrix. 
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Without loss of generality, assume that p = b,,b, b,, # 0. To complete 
the proof we show that p < 0. The product p is real, since det( A) = a3 + p is 
real. Suppose that p > 0. Then the eigenvalues of A are 
In particular, 
A, =3fiC i2?rk/3 + a, k = 1,2,3. 
a contradiction to A being an w-matrix. Since p # 0, it must be negative. 
Theorem 3 is similar to Theorem 4.3 of [ 151. n 
Observe that if B is cogredient to an @matrix A, then B is also an w-matrix 
and spec(B) = spec(A). Motivated by Theorem 3, we conjecture 
CONJECTURE 3. Let A EC”,” be an @matrix, and let h E spec(A), 
h # Z(A). Then equality holds in (2) only if A is cogredient to a matrix of the 
form (11). This is essentially conjecture 2 of [19]. 
We remark that A and A’, in Theorem 3, are cogredient. 
5. GENERAL REMARKS 
This section contains miscellaneous remarks and open questions on 
r-matrices motivated by properties of some special r-matrices. 
Recently it was proved [8] that each nonsingular M-matrix has a unique 
root which is an M-matrix. It is well known that a positive definite hermitian 
matrix has a unique root which is positive definite hermitian. It is thus natural 
to check whether the same holds for nonsingular r-matrices. 
We remark that if 
is a nonsingular r-matrix, then 
1 a+/- b 
B= 
a+d+2/- C d+/m 
is the unique r-matrix such that B2 = A. The question for 12 > 3 is still open. 
Similar questions hold for P-matrices and for nonsingular totally nonnegative 
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matrices. The above remark settles these questions for n = 2. The answer to a 
similar question for singular r-matrices or, more generally, for Pa-matrices is 
negative. The matrix 
0 -1 
h ’ 
0 0 
is a singular r-matrix which has no square 
root. The zero matrix as infinitely many square roots which are r-matrices. 
Another property of M-matrices is that if A is an M-matrix and D is a 
nonnegative diagonal matrix, then A + D is again an M-matrix. One of the 
questions asked in [7] is whether the same holds for r-matrices. Varga [18] 
showed that the answer is negative. More precisely, he proved that 
(1) if D is a diagonal matrix such that for any w-matrix A the matrix 
A + D is an w-matrix, then if n = 2, D can be any real diagonal matrix, and if 
n > 2, D is a scalar matrix; 
(2) if D is a diagonal matrix such that for any r-matrix A the matrix A + D 
is a r-matrix, then if n = 2, D can be any nonnegative diagonal matrix, and if 
n > 2, D is a nonnegative scalar matrix. 
In Section 2 we mentioned four related properties of real matrices, &, 3, 
9, and Y. The relations between these properties are studied in [2] and the 
references there. In general 
B~XZ*Y*Y. 
For Z-matrices, &’ e 3’ e 9 * Y, and these properties characterize the 
nonsingular M-matrices. For symmetric matrices, .L+’ e 2 = 9, and these 
properties characterize the positive definite matrices. 
For totally nonnegative matrices, it is clear that LZ e 9. Thus L? = 9 for 
all matrices in oi. Obviously, 9 * 9 for any *matrix. The question whether 
9 * B is the question of Engel and Schneider (see Conjecture 1). The 
question whether 3 * &is suggested in [2]. 
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